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Brief Summary

Lewis G. Zirkle, MD, was working on his Orthopedic Residency at Duke in 1968 when he got the call a call that many American men had been dreading a call to duty. He was drafted. Off to the jungle. 



               93rd EVAC hospital

For his year in Vietnam, Zirkle was stationed at the 93rd EVAC hospital at the end of the Ho Chi Minh trail. In this prime location for action he often tended to two tables, using a nurse on one table to dress wounds while he operated on the other. Typical wounds resulted from firefights, missiles, mines, or cluster bombs and often involved Vietnamese farmers. Blast injuries meant more soft-tissue damage than fractures caused by bullets. Due to the nature of the trauma, lost limbs were frequent, leaving Zirkle feeling “angry and depressed for days.” For limbs that were salvageable, débridement was of utmost importance. “Protocol at that time was to take care of the wound and soft tissue and then the patient was evacuated along the chain, usually to Japan.” In Vietnam, Army protocol would not allow any metal in fractures for fear of infection which was already high because General Medical Officers, or GMOs, were not allowed to close wounds in the field. With external fixation banned as well, stabilization was usually plaster casts and splints covered by a bulky dressing. 

Each EVAC hospital was a Quonset hut staffed with an orthopedic surgeon. “We used the MUST (Medical Unit, Self-contained, Transportable) units early on, but the combatants found that these could be deflated by damaging the compression systems so we needed firmer support.” As an Orthopedist, Zirkle mainly took care of all the soft-tissue wounds in the extremities except for vascular wounds; however, if the vascular surgeon was busy, Zirkle performed arterial repairs. “Most of the procedures done could have been done by surgeons who were interested in soft-tissue wound care which did not involve the bone. If it involved the bone, sometimes an orthopedic surgeon might be better trained to take care of those wounds.” 

Air evacuations played a huge role in Vietnam, perhaps even more so than Korea. Zirkle had great admiration for the helicopter pilots who had an important but dangerous mission. He recalls, “They would go down a chain from the helicopter, secure the patient on a stretcher, and lift him into the helicopter. They often took fire during these episodes. In those cases the crew chief had to make the gut-wrenching decision to cut the line and leave the medic and the wounded to a probable death or risk the lives of the entire mission.” Evac success meant that the wounded arrived at the hospital much faster. Zirkle remembers, “Wounds in the hospital were fresher, two to three hours, which meant we had a better chance to save severe wounds than in Korea.” Quick transportation was a valuable lesson learned in Vietnam. 

In addition to the military personnel Zirkle treated, he felt compelled to take care of hundreds of civilians admitted to the hospital. Soon, Zirkle started to see an interesting pattern emerge. “We noticed that we didn’t get rocketed at night, and what I think happened is the Vietnamese soldiers in the field realized, ‘Hey, we don’t want to rocket our own people.’ Being able to work quietly during the night was an added benefit.  

It was Zirkle’s work with Vietnamese civilians that had the greatest impact and would influence his orthopedic career for the next 35 years. Over the past three decades he has made numerous trips to Vietnam and other developing nations to train local orthopedists and other medical professionals. In 1999, Zirkle founded SIGN, an organization dedicated to providing orthopedic training and intramedullary nails used in fractures to 153 hospitals in 43 countries including Vietnam, Thailand, and Indonesia. To date 3,000 SIGN surgeons have treated 29,000 fracture patients. All of his philanthropic efforts earned him the prestigious AAOS Humanitarian Award in 2007. Not bad for a doc who got his start in the jungle of Vietnam---Who saved many lives…

 AAOS honors Lewis G. Zirkle Jr., MD—an ‘ultimate humanitarian’—with the 2007 Humanitarian Award

On Feb. 15, the Academy bestowed its 2007 Humanitarian Award on Lewis G. Zirkle Jr., MD, in recognition of his lifetime of commitment to alleviating musculoskeletal suffering worldwide. Accompanying the award was a $5,000 donation to the Surgical Implant Generation Network (SIGN)—a humanitarian organization founded by Dr. Zirkle, which is dedicated to creating equality of fracture care throughout the world.

“Dr. Zirkle’s work dramatically alleviates human suffering by restoring health to individuals with disabling fractures,” said Richard F. Kyle, MD, 2006-2007 AAOS president, as he presented the award. “Today we honor an ultimate humanitarian.”

		



		Richard F. Kyle, MD, presented Lewis G. Zirkle Jr., MD, with the Humanitarian Award during the 2007 AAOS Annual Meeting in San Diego.
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